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Leo and Nick sat in the large study. Varten was unable to join them as he was out on business, probably 

bachelor party business.  It was just after breakfast when Leo offered Nick a special tobacco blend “It’s 

called Bengal Slices. It is from Old Earth (O.E.) and was last sold in the early 2000 First Age ( F.A.).  It is a 

flake tobacco, so you will have to crumble it before loading your pipe.” 

Nick took 3 of the flakes and rubbed the flake tobacco out between the palms of his hands.  He placed 

the tobacco on a sheet of paper and started to fill his trusty O.E. Larenzetti pipe. He lit the pipe and 

puffed on it several times, tamped the surface, and relit the pipe. “It is quite mild in taste, but tastes 

very sweet.  I assume it is a straight Virginia tobacco.” 

Leo replied as he lit his Catello GG84 Donkeynut pipe “I don’t think it is a straight virginia, I taste 

something else in the tobacco, but it is very good.   

“How did you get the tobacco?” Nick asked. 

“Donald Trimp sent it to me with Helen’s wedding present.  It was quite a trade.  Can’t even tell you 

what it is.  You will find out after the wedding”, he answered. 

“Yes, Donald helped me in getting LuJo’s present and just to be fair; you will have to wait until after the 

wedding.  You ready for the bachelor party?  We are expected to turn up precisely at 8:00 PM tonight at 

the Irish Pub.” 

“So I have been instructed by Varten.  Did he also tell you not to bring any pipes”, Leo asked. 

“Yup, I received same instructions.  I wonder what he has in store for us.” 

Leo laughed “It is not so much Varten that I am afraid of, it’s Helen and LuJo, and you know what 

happens when they get together – Mayhem!” 

Nick replied as the aroma of their pipes filled the room “Yes, and I notice they have been on their good 

behavior, most unusual for the two of them.” 

“It is most unusual indeed. I heard that they have been joined by a third party.  Although I am not 

supposed to know, Donald and Yvanka Trimp arrived on Hayden yesterday.  They are staying at the 

Empire Hotel in Samlis.  He owns the hotel.  They obviously thought it would be safe to stay there so I 
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would not find out.  My little informant told me that Helen and LuJo had dinner with Yvanka last night”, 

Leo replied “We both knew that Donald would be at the party tonight, but I did not expect his wife to 

come with him.  Somehow I think the three of them are planning something special”. 

“Just so we don’t have somebody jumping out of a cake” Nick replied “that could be a bit stale and 

tacky.” 

“Knowing the three of them, it will be something we could not even think of in our wildest dreams.” 

They sat and smoked their pipes until they were done.  Nick left to attend to business.  Leo continued his 

job of running an empire. 

-2- 

They had had a fabulous dinner the previous evening at the private dining room in the Empire Hotel.  It 

was just the three of them, Yvanka, Helen, and LuJo.  All you had to do was leave the planning to Yvanka 

and the result was another successful grand dinner.  They were relaxing drinking real coffee, brandy, 

and filling their pipes.  Yvanka had a beautiful O.E. Dunhill group 2 billiard, Helen was filling her O.E. 

Charatan Coronation, and LuJo started lighting her O.E. Ser Jacopo hawkbill smooth pipe.  Yvanka had 

produced a tin of O.E. Rattray’s Black Virginia from Donald’s stock.  The tobacco was a very dark stoved 

virginia cake.  The tin aroma was a dark sweet tobacco.  It had come from the country of Germany, in 

the Old Earth area called Europe.  Yvanka had just mentioned that Donald had received instructions to 

arrive at the Irish Pub exactly at 7:45 PM and not to bring a pipe with him. 

“Here is what we know” LuJo said “There will be about fifty people attending. The guest list includes 

Donald, Prince Kyle, Jim McClelland, Ike McCane, Dr. Witz, Chuck Stinyon, Varten, Gorag Paese and 

many others of Leo’s and Nick’s friends.  Nick, being EIS (Empire Intelligence Service) does not have 

quite the number of friends as Leo.  They were all told to be there at 7:45 PM and not to bring a pipe. 

Helen and I have heard Varten mention to others of a ‘secret order’ and the name Brian Rathenberg.  I 

conclude that they have probably had Brian make some commerative pipes from the rare Krenellian 

B’iar.  We have also confirmed that the Simeon Tanner of the Capella Tobacconist Shop had produced a 

special pipe tobacco blend at the direction of Gorag Paese for the party.” 

Helen chimed “The nice thing about the Krenellian B’iar is that it needs no breaking in period for the 

pipe.  It is similar to the Old Earth meerschaum, but much more durable.  It gives quite the dry smoke.  

The entertainment for the evening is a group named “Instead of Sleeping” who performs Old Earth 

music.  I guess for them, you smoke a pipe instead of sleeping.” 

Yvanka replied as she puffed on her Dunhill “Seems like they will have a nice evening.  I wonder what we 

can do to ‘enhance’ their entertainment.” 

“The usual stripper or entertainment seems a bit out of place for this group.” LuJo replied. 

“I agree, however, Donald had given me the name of a special young lady who has an amazing ability.  

She is an excellent contortionist who has a very nice show.  She wears only the minimal amount of 
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clothing so that her body is totally flexible.  During her performance, she often smokes a pipe while 

performing.  What do you think about that?  It is in very good taste, and she is amazing.  It hurts me to 

think of the positions she gets into.  I saw her performance several nights ago with Donald” Yvanka 

explained to her co-conspirators. 

 LuJo continued “I see two problems; one is how do we get her in the Irish Pub and second, how do we 

get Donald not to spill the beans?” 

Yvanka replied “I think if we got the palms greased with a little of the green, we could get her in the 

party.  All of the servers could be female and she one of them.  When it is ‘show time’ for her, the flood 

light could come on and she could strip down to all that is necessary and start her act.  She could borrow 

Donald’s pipe.  If he is in on the plan, he will not give it away.” 

“It would be a shame if the old geezers get so excited that they burnout their new Rathenberg pipes due 

to overheating from panting and drooling” Helen stated. 

“Well, like I said, she is a class act.  Since the media will not be there, except for Walter Kronkite, 

everything should be ok.  If it was off taste, Donald would not be involved.” Yvanka added “He gets too 

much bad publicity as it is.” 

“I am glad the boys are so boring” LuJo stated “At least Helen and I won’t have to worry about 

something happening at the bachelorette party.” 

“Amen to that LuJo”, Helen replied “I think we all agree on your plan.  Go ahead and implement it.  

Make sure that Donald gets video of the guy’s expressions when the contortions start.” 

They continued smoking well into the night and discussed the plans for both the bachelor and 

bachelorette party. 

-3- 

He had made his way from New Pittsburgh on Capella II to planet Hayden.  It had been done over a long 

period of time.  House Chesterfield had provided him with a totally believable and documented back 

history.  He had heard about the plans to make the special tobacco blend while smoking at the Capella 

Tobacconist Shop, owned by Simeon Tanner for a most special occasion.  House Chesterfield had given 

their blessing to his proposal.  If successful, it would be the end of the House Lineaus’ hold on the 

empire.  How could they refuse when they had the chance to get rid of the Emperor, his son, and the 

cream of the empire officials in one fell swoop?  His plan was quite simple, he would plant a bomb inside 

the Irish Pub and have it go off at the right time.  It had taken a bit of time to prepare.  It took him six 

months to achieve the position of head waiter at the Irish Pub. He had access to the entire building in 

this trusted position.  As part of his duties he had to smoke a hated pipe.  He much more preferred 

cigars, but they were not smoked in the pub.  He made do with a neer-tobacco called ‘Irish Whiskey’ 

which did not taste a bit like whiskey.  He had attended the staff meeting regarding the Emperor’s party 

later in the evening.  He had also received the special envelope from one of the people attending with 

the instructions to let the ‘extra’ attend dressed like a server.  Whoever was funding the ‘special 
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entertainment’ was very generous.  There was over 100 solaris in his envelope alone.  He would not be 

in the party room as it was just for the guests and the female servers.  He knew that EIS security would 

be tight, and that everyone entering the party would go through a security scan, but he was not worried, 

the explosive device had been put in place over a week ago.  In terms of bombs, it was rather a small 

thermo-fission bomb.  It would only destroy about a city block, but it would be enough.  It was set to go 

at exactly 8:30 PM.  He would be far away from the Irish Pub.  Boy does this suck, ‘crappy tobacco in a 

crappy pipe’ he thought, but he could endure.  Once his plan was successful, House Chesterfield was 

known to be very generous to those who successfully acted in its behalf. 

-4- 

While Leo and Nick had smoked their pipes after breakfast, Varten von Eckman, the Emperor’s Weapons 

Master was very disturbed.  EIS had passed on to him a bit of underground chatter that something 

would happen tonight at the bachelor party. There were actually two bits of information, one involving 

Donald Trimp, and one an agent of House Chesterfield.  He had actually decided to visit Donald.  It 

would have to be done carefully as Donald was a close friend to both he and Leo. 

He arrived at the Empire Hotel in an unmarked aircar, parked in the hotel aircar lot.  He departed, 

dressed as any normal citizen in this time and pace.  He entered the hotel, went to the front desk, and 

asked to see the manager.  When he asked to talk with Donald Trimp, the manager told him that he was 

not on the planet. 

Varten took out a little packet containing an alcohol soaked swab, applied it to the palm of his hand, and 

a dark tattoo of a bust of Sherlock Holmes, compete with deerstalker hat and calabash pipe appeared on 

the palm of his hand. 

“EIS” he said, tell Donald its Varten von Eckman. 

The manager communicated with the Owner’s Suite and was told to let Varten use the secret lift.  The 

manager took him to the secret lift directly to the top floor where he was admitted into a private 

smoking room.  Donald Trimp was waiting his arrival. 

“Sit down old friend and light up” he said to Varten as he proffered a pouch of tobacco “What brings you 

out this morning?” 

Varten took his little brown Castello 4K searock full bent #65 pipe and started filling it. “I have picked up 

two threads of intel that affect tonight’s little party.  One leads to you, and one to House Chesterfield.  I 

need to know what is going on.” 

“No problem, the girls have cooked up a little surprise for Nick and Leo.  At the right moment, flood light 

will go on in the center of the room; a young lady server will remove a specific amount of clothing and 

begin her routine.  Even I don’t think it will be what you expect.  She is a contortionist that will smoke 

one pipe or several while performing. That’s it.  That is all.  Just a little more excitement than listening to 

“Instead of Sleeping”, smoking the new pipes we are having made, drinking, and BSing.” He replied. 
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“Sounds good to me” Varten replied “About the pipes, Brian Rathenberg is making fifty Krenellian B’iar 

pipes.  They will be either straight billiards, half bent, or hawkbills, all around Castello GG size. Just 

commeratives.  Simeon Tanner of the Capella Tobacconist Shop is blending a special tobacco for 

tonight’s event designed by Gorag Paese.  The tobacco arrived yesterday.  It should top off a most 

splendid evening.” 

“You are giving those attending a magnificent gift tonight; I hope they all appreciate it.” Donald said. 

“I doubt if the men will appreciate the new pipes; they will probably just enjoy the fellowship and 

busting Nick and Leo on their loss of bachelorhood.  Probably, someone will give them both a ring for 

their nose.” Varten replied. 

“Oh I don’t know.  They are both pretty lucky to be getting such wonderful girls.  Both of them work well 

with Nick and Leo and they are all good friends of ours.  I don’t think there will be much of a problem.” 

Donald’s communicator rang.  It was the front desk.  A Mr. Brian Rathenberg had arrived to see Mr. 

Trimp.  “Send him up”. 

A few minutes later, there was a knock at the door.  Donald opened the room and a gentleman entered 

with a large case. He nodded to Donald and shook his hand.  Donald turned to Varten “This is Mr. Brian 

Rathenberg, one of the top pipe carvers in the Empire.  He does wonders with Krenellian B’iar.  His pipes 

are so good, the break in time is zero” 

Varten rose and shook his hand “I believe we met at the pipe show held at Castle Pesaro.” 

“We did at that” Brian remarked “Here are the fifty three Krenellian B’iar pipes you contracted with me.  

The contract is now fulfilled.” 

“Fifty-three” Varten questioned? 

Donald replied “Fifty for tonight’s party, one for LuJo, one for Helen, and of course, one for Yvanka. Not 

bad for 100 solaris apiece.  Wait until Brian’s prices go to the moon.  These will be worth something 

then.” 

Brian opened the case wherein were stored fifty-three pipes.  Twenty are straight, twenty are full bents, 

and the remaining thirteen are hawkbill shapes.  All were Castello size GG. “Beautiful” stated Varten. 

“Fantastic” stated Donald. 

“What do you think Varten?  Do we give the ladies the first choice of pipes.  LuJo can select Nick’s and 

Helen can choose Leo’s” he asked. 

“Why don’t you do that?  Have them meet with you for lunch.  Bring the rest of the pipes tonight.  I have 

to get back to work” Varten exclaimed. 

Donald contacted his secretary and had the ladies called for lunch at the Empire Hotel. The three men 

chatted for a while and Varten left to check out the threat regarding the House Chesterfield. 
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They say “every bomb has a bomb maker” which is true.  The person that sets the bomb is not 

necessarily the bomb maker.  If you want to have a bomb do its job without a trace, then the answer is 

easy, get rid of the bomb setter and the bomb maker.  The word was on the street.  House Chesterfield 

was looking for him.  He was like a rat, cornered in his rat hole in the slum on Planet Hayden.  He had 

brought the bomb to planet Hayden and given it over for use to the House Chesterfield representative. 

Although he did not know the specific plan, he realized he knew too much. 

He lit his dark full bent pipe filled with a local nondescript tobacco.  ‘It might not be the best, but it is 

good enough for me’ he thought.  Actually many thoughts were going through his mind.  Should he just 

end it?  Should he trust House Chesterfield because if they killed him, then who would make their 

bombs?  But attack the Emperor?  Who could save him?  His picture would be on every planet, as would 

his name “Ian Kinnison”.  What if he went to the EIS?  Would they save him, perhaps reward him? 

He kept puffing on his pipe.  As Sherlock Holmes would say “This is definitely a three pipe problem”.  His 

communicator rang.  He answered “Ian here” he recognized the voice on the other end. “Are you sure 

the flower will blossom tonight at exactly 8:30”.  

“Definitely, he responded. I know my craft” As the communicator went dead on the other end. 

He fumbled in his pocket for a piece of paper.  A communicator contact address was written upon it.  He 

had met Nick Reardon at the small tobacco shop in Samlis, the main city on Hayden.  He was sure that 

either Nick was EIS or he had EIS connections.  You always had a 6th sense about these kinds of matters.  

He dialed the number.  It rang “Nick here” was the response. 

“Mr. Reardon, this is a person of no account that you met at the Tobacco shop in Samlis.  You let me 

sample some fantastic O.E. tobacco when we were together last month.  I have some information that 

may be of use to you and the Emperor.” 

“I recall our chance meeting” Nick replied “Can you meet me at the main lobby of the Empire hotel in a 

half hour?  I will have another gentleman with me.” 

“That can be done.  Let’s meet at 11:30 AM, lobby, Empire Hotel.” He repeated as they signed off. ‘It 

may be one interesting story for you.’ He said to himself. 

After the call, Nick communicated with Varten and told him the story.  Varten was just getting ready to 

leave the Empire hotel when he received the call. “OK, 11:30 AM at the Empire hotel.  I’ll be there early 

in the lobby.” 

“Fine”, Nick replied “I will have to cancel our lunch with Leo, but I am sure he will understand.” 

Nick called Leo and excused himself and Varten from lunch telling him they were on official Empire 

Business, Class A. 
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Leo was a bit surprised when Nick and Varten cancelled lunch.  He tried to get Helen and LuJo, but found 

they were out also.  He wondered what was going on at the Empire Hotel?  He decided to take a walk 

and get some fresh air.  He filled up his favorite pipe, a full bent billiard made of Acatian Wercarra wood 

and went out by a side door.  He decided to walk through the Mediterrian Garden, a special garden area 

modeled after gardens from the O.E. country called Italy.  He was on one side of a hedge when he 

smelled some horrible tobacco and heard someone coughing. He went around the corner of the hedge 

and saw one of his members of the Household Guards having a rough time with a pipe and some 

tobacco.  He almost looked green. 

“Gentleman, come over here” he motioned to the guard as he sat down. 

The guard approached and saluted “Emperor Leopaldo, Sir” he answered. 

“What is your name?” he asked. 

“Corporal Mark Irwin of the 6th House Guard Regiment” he answered. 

“What seems to be the problem with you and the pipe?” Leo asked. 

“Well sir, I was on break and thought I would have a pipe.  I had gotten this pipe and pouch of redyman 

tobacco at the Castle Pesaro PX.  It is not a very good pipe and the tobacco is pretty bad, but I thought I 

could work with it.” He handed his pipe to Leo. 

Leo looked over his pipe, took out the tobacco, got out his pipe tool and some brushy pipe cleaners and 

took the pipe apart.  He took out the metal filter stinger contraption and said “You got to get rid of this 

metal first and hopefully the airway will be opened”.  He gave the pipe back to the corporal. “Here is my 

pouch of tobacco.  Go ahead and fill up.  Put a pinch in gently, treating it like a baby to the bottom.  Put 

in a second pinch like an adult, making it a little firmer.  Put the third pinch in very firm, like and older 

person.  Tamp the top of the surface firm until it is flat.” 

The corporal followed the instructions. 

Leo continued “Now, take your lighter and light the pipe.  Let it go out, this is called the false or charring 

light.” The corporal followed the instructions. “Now, tamp until the surface is flat again and relight.  Be 

sure to have an even draw and smoke the pipe.  Use a tamper to keep the burning surface flat.” 

“Wow, this is some good tobacco, and my pipe is drawing easy.  The tobacco is mild and tasty” the 

corporal replied. 

“Ok brother, there are two things I want you to do.  On your next day off, go into Samlis and visit the 

pipe shop.  Tell the proprieter that I sent you.  Ask him for some McNay’s Red Ribbon.  He will then 

know that I sent you.  Second, soon there will be a meeting of the Castle Pesaro pipe club.  I would like 

you to attend, as my guest.  I will make arrangements for you to be available with Varten von Eckman” 

Leo stated. 
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“Why did you call me ‘brother’?” he enquired. 

“Well, if you don’t know, you will have to find out. I suggest you do a little historical research. I will 

explain it to you at the meeting.” 

“Thank you,Sir” the corporal responded “I will do as you say.” 

Leo rose and the guard stood at attention.  He walked back to his office and sat at his desk. He left 

instructions on his dictocorder 1. Send message to proprietor to provide Mr. Irwin with a neer-briar pipe 

of his choosing and a tin of McNay’s Red Ribbon.  Also, give him an electronic version of “The Pipe” by  

Georges Herment, and 2 send message to Varten to ensure that Corporal Irwin could be present at the 

next meeting of the Castle Pesaro Pipe Club. 

‘Actually, it was quite a good lunch’ he said to himself ‘got another one on the hook’ he thought as he 

laughed.  He got back to running the Empire. 

-7- 

Varten and Nick had seats apart inside the lobby of the Empire Hotel.  Nick was quite surprised when he 

saw Helen and LuJo enter and made sure they did not see him. He saw his contact enter and signaled 

Varten.  They rose to meet him. 

“Ian?”, Nick asked. 

“Sure am” was the reply. 

“This is Mr. von Eckman” Nick introduced Varten “We have a private room awaiting us.” 

They entered a lift and went to the 2nd floor to a private dining room. The room was simply set with 

some drinks, and a table with chairs.  Ash trays were on the table. Of course there were other EIS agents 

in the hotel keeping an eye on everything and providing security.  The room was bugged for both audio 

and video recording. 

As they entered the room Ian said “Can I presume you are both EIS?” Nick opened a small packet, took 

out a cloth soaked with alcohol and rubbed the palm of his hand.  Varten followed and a small dark 

Sherlock Holmes tattoo appeared on each.  Ian indicated he was satisfied. 

“Here is my pitch” he said “but first, a couple of preconditions. One, no prosecution for my past crimes.  

Two, I enter a witness protection and relocation program or we make some acceptable arrangement.  

Three, I receive some sort of reward, shall we say a pension for life?”  

“It depends on the importance of the information” Varten replied. 

“How about no emperor and no top staff as of tonight” he replied. 

“It seems important enough to me” Varten replied “but at least give me a clue.” 
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Ian said two words “Irish Pub.” 

Varten replied “OK and Nick will assure you my word is my bond.” Nick shook his head in assent “I 

assume we can smoke.” 

They took out pipes and lit them.  Ian had his cheap pipe, and took some of Nick’s proffered tobacco “I 

hope this is as good as the last bowl I had.” 

“It is, maybe better.  It is some O.E. McClelland’s #5100 from the Emperor’s private stock” Nick replied 

as he filled his O.E. Larenzetti 18K pipe and Varten did the same with his little GBD prehistoric bulldog 

shaped pipe. 

“Here is my story” Ian began” I make bombs, big ones, small ones, whatever is needed for a job.  I have 

always done it.  Learned my trade while in the Empire service during the Santori System revolt while I 

was a munitions technician on the Navy Cruiser Constellation.  I was injured during the battle and 

mustered out of the service.  Somehow, I never received the pension I was due. I embarked on a life of 

not quite legal activities.  The munitions I provided always worked.  I built up a reputation in the 

underworld for the quality of my work.  I just made them, never used them.  But this job is different.  

They are after me now, House Chesterfield I suppose, although it really doesn’t matter, at least to me.” 

Varten puffed on his pipe “go on.” 

“I always felt there was something special about this job.  About 6 months ago, I was asked to make a 

little thermo-fission device, enough to take out a city block, but small in size.  I also was to bring it here 

and await contact.  I received contact about a week ago, by communicator.  I was directed to set the 

fuse for exactly, with no mistake, 8:30 PM tonight.  My contact mistakenly told me that the target was 

the Irish Pub. The delivery was made to a drop box.  Everything was going well until my own contacts 

told me that some people were looking for me.  The bomb contact called me today to get assurance that 

the bomb was set correctly, especially the time.  I believe it is somewhere in the Irish Pub and set to go 

at 8:30 PM tonight.  Does this make sense to you?” he asked. 

Varten said “It does.” He went on “I assume you feel that House Chesterfield is the party trying to take 

you down. Would you be willing to help trap the House Chesterfield people in conjunction with EIS 

operatives?” 

“I would if you guarantee my safety and that my preconditions are met.” 

“I do” Varten replied. 

Varten got up and made some calls on his communicator secure lines with Castle Pesaro. He returned to 

the table. 

“Mr.  Bob Swanson, one of our top EIS operatives is on his way.  He will be here shortly.  He will work 

with you to apprehend the people trying to take you down.  He has strict orders, mine and the 

Emperor’s to ensure your safety.  They will be walking into our trap.” 
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Nick finally said “It is important to us that our little meeting tonight at the Irish pub goes on without a 

hitch.  I think I can safely say that you have not only Varten and my gratitude, but Emperoro Leopaldo’s 

also.  We all are in your debt.” 

Bob Swanson arrived and left with Ian.  Before Ian left he thanked Nick for the great tobacco “It was 

better than the last tobacco I had from you, and thanks” Nick gave him the remainder of the pouch. 

“So, they were going to bomb our little party” Nick said to Varten “If I know Leo, we will continue with it 

after the bomb has been found and defused, and will leave House Chesterfield in a state of confusion 

when nothing happens.” 

“Correct Nick” Varten replied “That is exactly Leo’s plan.” 

“I wonder why Helen and LuJo were here” he asked. 

“Just a lunch with Yvanka” Varten replied. 

“Sure” Nick said “You know there is trouble when the three of them get together”. 

“We have bigger fish to fry,Nick” Varten stated. “We have to see if the bomb has been located.”  

They left the Empire Hotel and headed to the Irish Pub. 

-8- 

The three girls had lunch with Donald and Yvanka, once again in the Owner’s Private dining room.  As 

befitting Donald, the room was extremely ornate.  As expected, the food was splendid.  Over pipes and 

coffee, they talked about the upcoming nuptials and the bachelor party that evening.  Donald had made 

the arrangements for the pipe smoking contortionist’s surprise appearance. 

LuJo’s communicator buzzed and she looked at the message from Castle Pesaro to return immediately.  

“I wonder what’s up” she said as she excused herself from the meeting after choosing a Krenellian B’iar 

Rathenberg Hawkbill shaped pipe for Nick and left. 

“Something is going on for them to recall LuJo” Donald observed.  He laid out the pipes for the ladies to 

choose.  “Hmm, fifty five pipes.  I only expected 53. I wonder why Brian made the two extra.” 

“Maybe he can’t count or maybe he likes you” Helen stated as she also picked a Rathenberg Hawkbill 

pipe for Leo’s gift at the bachelor party. 

“I doubt both answers” Yvanka said with a laugh. 

“I neglected to tell LuJo that each of you three girls will get one of these pipes.  They are made of the 

choicest Krenellian B’iar which will smoke great from the first bowl.  They need no break in, much like 

O.E. meerschaum pipes but are more durable.” 
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Helen chose a bent billiard for herself and LuJo.  Yvanka chose a full bent billiard for herself.  Donald 

chose a straight billiard pipe for himself.  They each filled their pipes with some O.E. McClelland’s Frog 

Morton, a light English Blend.   

“Very good” observed Helen.   

“I agree” stated Yvanka “and the pipe smokes like one of my broken in Dunnies.” 

They continued smoking their pipe and talking about events.  Eventually, Helen returned to the castle 

via aircar. 

 

-9- 

They were all in the Emperor’s study smoking their pipes and holding a mini-war council; Leo,  Prince 

Kyle, Varten, Nick and LuJo.  “Prince Kyle is here for the little activity tonight.  He is also studying how 

the empire administration works so he will be involved as an observer.  He will be returning to Viscount 

Hawman directly after the party is over to continue his studies.” Leo told the group. 

They all welcomed Prince Kyle. 

“OK, so as I see it” Leo stated as he smoked his little Castello hawkbill “House Chesterfield has planted a 

bomb at the Irish Pub to go off tonight at 8:30 PM and are after the bomb maker.  The bomb maker is an 

ex-Empire Navy munitions expert who got screwed out of his pension, and had second thoughts 

regarding the bomb he made for tonight’s event.  Lastly, we are in the process of trying to trap the 

House Chesterfield people that are going after the bomb maker.” 

“Correct” Varten added while puffing on his nondescript neer-briar straight billiard “We are now 

sweeping the Irish Pub to find the location of the bomb. One interesting thing is that their Chief waiter 

resigned early in the morning without giving notice.  We are searching for him.” 

Nick added “We expect to hear soon from the EIS bomb squad and from Bob Swanson, our EIS operative 

who is working with Ian Kinnison to find those from House Chesterfield that are responsible for this 

activity.” 

LuJo asked as she smoked her small black sandblasted Dunnie “I assume that you are going through with 

the party this evening so as to keep the House Chesterfield people in confusion when nothing happens.” 

“Yes” Leo replied “I am and if we find the House Chesterfield operatives, they will just disappear.  They 

will not go to prison, but will be moved to a small planet out on the rim of the Empire which has no 

space travel.  House Chesterfield will never hear from them again, they will be free to live their normal 

life, and maybe reconsider the activities that got them into the situation in which they will be living.” 

“While you all were out enjoying you noon meal, I was working hard to recruit a new pipe smoker into 

our group.  He told them about his meeting with the young corporal.  Maybe both he and Ian can attend 
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our next ‘official’ meeting of the Castle Pesaro Pipe Club.  I think we should offer Ian a job with the EIS 

munitions group in the laboratory here on Hayden.” Leo stated. 

“That is a good idea” Varten observed “Make sure he gets his Empire Navy disability pension and give 

him part-time work with the EIS.  Maybe he can help with the explosive determination team to try to 

identify the explosives maker once there has been a detonation.  Every bomb maker leaves something at 

the scene.” 

Varten’s communicator buzzed.  He answered its summons. “Shhhsh” he told the group as he 

responded to the report he was receiving. “I have news on three points.  With respect to the bomb at 

the Irish Pub, it has been found, deactivated, and removed from the pub.  Regarding the House 

Chesterfield personnel, two men were killed as they sought to murder Ian Kinnison.  He was slightly 

wounded, is in the Castle Pesaro hospital receiving excellent care from Dr. Sohei Witz.  Lastly, the chief 

waiter at the Irish Pub has been located and captured.  He was undergoing EIS interrogation when he bit 

into what must have been a poison tooth.  He is gone from this world; however we did determine that 

he did not have time to alert House Chesterfield before he was taken.  They are still expecting 

something to happen tonight at the Irish Pub.” 

“And happen it shall” Leo explains “At exactly 8:30 PM tonight; you will have some light explosives go off 

outside the Irish Pub.  You will release “immediate media release” showing the supposed destruction of 

the Irish Pub and that everyone in the pub perished.  I assume that the EIS labs can do both, the 

demonstration and the media release.  We will try to catch House Chesterfield off their guard and try to 

pick up any of their operatives on the planet. 

“We can, and we will” Varten replied “Just a few minor details left, Leo.  You and Nick will be picked up 

by an EIS unmarked aircar and taken to the Irish Pub at 7:45 tonight.  That is all you need to know.” 

“Thanks Varten, and by-the-way let’s keep it simple, and classy” 

“We will” Varten said as he turned to LuJo and winked. 

-10- 

The Irish Pub was an establishment patterned after an Old Earth pub from Dublin, Ireland.  It was 

divided into two sections, a front pub and a rear dining hall.  The walls were done in old wood-like 

materials with a massive amount of O.E. ephemera hanging on the walls and from the ceiling.  They had 

many replicas of O.E. beer on tap plus some of the best beer found anywhere in the Empire. 

Varten and Prince Kyle had arrived at the Irish Pub by 7:30 PM, all of Leo and Nick’s friends had already 

arrived.  The band “Instead of Sleeping” was playing some of the popular tunes from Old Earth. Shaun 

was the lead guitar and it was said that no one could make the six strings sing like he could.  

There were nine round tables setup with five people place settings arranged at each table in the rear of 

the room, facing a head table set for five people.  At each chair were a plate, silverware, glass, water 
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glass, and two boxes, one containing a pipe and one containing a tin of “Celebration” tobacco designed 

by Gorag Paese, blended and tinned by Simeon Tanner. 

The room was full with a heavy cloud of pipe smoke in the air.  Many of the people were in their formal 

Empire attire representing the Empire Navy and Marines plus other branches of the services.  Others 

were in non-uniform formal attire.  There were a couple of Family heads from Houses of the 

Reischstagen.   

As 8:00 PM approached, a tension could be felt in the crowd as they awaited the arrival of the guests of 

honor.  Well known for his insistence on punctuality, when the clock struck 8:00 PM, Emperor Leopaldo 

and his assistant Nick Reardon, the two grooms to be, entered the Irish Pub to the thunderous applause 

of all in attendance. 

After about 15 minutes of socializing, Varten asked the group of people to sit down while he was at the 

podium at the head table.  He welcomed everyone and especially the guests of honor, Leo and Nick.  He 

said that there would be a little special treat at 8:30 “If you hear some little explosion outside, just 

ignore it as the EIS is having some fun.”  He then went on to tell everyone about the commerative gift at 

each person’s table.  “These excellent pipes were made by Brian Rathenberg out of the best Krenellian 

B’iar.  Each pipe is stamped with Leo and Nick, Bachelor Party, and the date.  Brian is an up-and-coming 

pipe carver who does wonderful work.  Each of the pipes was individually selected by the future brides 

Helen and LuJo based on what EIS knows of your personal preference in pipes.  They also selected the 

pipes for their beau’s.  Brian is in the assembled group and you can provide feedback to him after you 

have smoked the pipe.  The tobacco was designed by Gorag Paese, who is in the audience.  It was 

blended and tinned by Simeon Tanner at the Capella Pipe Shop.  Gorag states that it is comprised of the 

best neer-tobaccos consisting of mainly virginia and with a touch of McClelland #5100 from Old Earth 

out of Gorag’s private stock.” 

Suddenly, from outside the Irish Pub, they heard several small explosions with lightning-like flashes 

through the window.  Varten raised his hand for them to remain sitting “A little EIS exercise” he said.  As 

he continued, music started over the house system and the lights dimmed as a circular platform came 

down from the center of the ceiling.  Lights were focused on the center where their appeared to be a 

scantily carved young woman, a chair, and a pole.  As it reached the floor, they could see she was 

smoking a pipe.  Indeed, she had three pipes, one in each hand and one in her mouth, all puffing.  She 

was bent over, balancing on one foot, with her left and right hands holding lit pipes and one in her 

mouth.  She slowly gyrated into another position, wrapped up like a ball with only her arms parallel to 

the floor.  She continued her program for about fifteen minutes.  By the end of the show, it seemed she 

had fewer clothes and more pipes. 

The look on the guys faces were one of astonishment. Donald had filmed the expression on people’s 

faces.  Varten spoke into the podium microphone “this little interlude is provided by the brides-to-be.  

They hope your enjoyed this demonstration on body flexibility.”  Dinner was then served with music 

being provided by the live group.   
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As dinner wound down, the men in the audience started lighting up their new Rathenberg pipes filled 

with the Paese/Tanner Celebration tobacco.  You could hear many positive comments regarding the 

pipe-tobacco selection. 

Leo approached the podium and a hush engulfed the crowd. “I want to thank you all for coming tonight.  

I want to give a shout-out to both Varten and Donald Trimp for making this all happen.  The dinner, 

pipes, and tobacco were all wonderful.  I want to thank both Helen and LuJo for the ‘special’ 

entertainment, but I want to tell you that as of now we are all dead, or so some very dangerous people 

believe.  The little explosion you heart at 8:30 was set by the EIS, under Varten’s direction.  We 

discovered a plot today, sponsored by one of the Great Houses, in which we all were the victims.  It was 

us who were supposed to die this evening.  The perpetrators are all in custody or are dead, but there is 

no overt action we can take on their sponsor.  Once again, thanks and I want to get with you all tonight 

to rekindle old friendships.” 

Leo gave the podium to Nick.  “I want to echo what Leo said.  You are all our close friends and we 

depend on you.  Without Varten’s help today, we would not be here now. We hope to see you all at the 

wedding in several weeks.” He said as he stepped down from the podium. 

Nick and Leo opened the presents and gag gifts that they were given by the guests.  Much of it was 

focused around pipes and tobacco.  They went from a burned out pseudo-briar pipe that supposedly 

cannot burn out (courtesy of the EIS labs), to rubber tobacco blends that guaranteed a fine aroma, to 

real pipes and tobacco, to other types of traditional bachelor party gifts, some racy, some ridiculous.  

The rest of the evening they spend smoking pipes, renewing old acquaintances, and enjoying the 

fellowship of their friends.  Several times Leo noticed Varten talking on his communicator.   

-11- 

They finally got back to Castle Pesaro around 2:00 AM and met in Leo’s study.  Leo, Kyle, Nick and 

Varten were about piped out, but here is always room for one more.  They lit their new Rathenberg 

Commerative Krenellian B’iar pipe with the party tobacco. 

“Varten, I would say it was a great success” Leo said. 

“I second that” added Nick puffing on his new hawkbill pipe. 

Leo continued “However, it might never have happened had not the two of you been so adept in your 

profession.” 

“Leo, it was just a chance occurrence, my meeting Ian at the Samlis pipe shop”, Nick stated.  

“Well, I guess that fortune smiles upon us.  It may be a good sign” Leo responded.  He turned on the 

Visicorder which the news stations were reporting the explosion at the Irish Pub.  Walter Kronkite had a 

special report saying that Emperor Leopaldo was now fine, a state that was not reported earlier. 
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Varten reported “We caught a few House Chesterfield operative who were sent in to disrupt things here 

on Hayden.  We also were successful in catching a few on other worlds, however, it looks like most did 

not go into activation as they had no confirmation from House Chesterfield that we had all perished in 

the bombing.”  

“We will take what we can get” Leo replied “I see that you sent the punishment notice out to House 

Chesterfield “They will lose five planets to us for this disagreeable business.  That is six planets in a short 

time-span, but now I see they had multiple, concurrent plans and projects aimed at getting rid of me.” 

“They just never quit” Nick stated “We should just eliminate the lot of House Chesterfield.” 

“Sometimes we must dismiss that which is most abhorrent to us in the name of politics” Leo said “This is 

one such instance.  You must remember this Kyle; the expedient choice is not always the best.  

Sometimes we do things in the name of stability and to be politically correct, even though it leaves a bad 

taste in our mouth.” 

“I understand father” Prince Kyle said. 

Leo gave Varten two notes to be delivered in the morning. “What are these” Varten asked. 

“They are special invitations to Mr. Irwin and Mr. Kinnison to attend the next Castle Pesaro Pipe Club 

meeting.  Attach them to the two remaining Rathenberg Krenellian B’iar pipes and give them in-hand to 

the addressees. Varten, adjust Mark’s duties so that he may attend.” 

They all said goodbye to Prince Kyle as he would be returning to his studies early in the morning, and 

went to bed. 

-12- 

Friday night had arrived.  The membership of the ‘Castle Pesaro Pipe Club” (CPPC) had assembled at the 

assigned place and time.  Attendance was unusually large.  The room was filled with the odor of pipe 

smoke.  Some of the membership had stayed over from the bachelor party. There were about 30 people 

in the room both male and female enjoying their pipes. 

Varten entered the room with two blindfolded people in tow. He approached Leo who asked the two 

“what is it that you seek?”  Their response was “Smoke and Knowledge.”  He then asked them “Have 

you been prepared to join this group?” They answered “We have.”  He removed their blind folds.  They 

both saw some of the most prominent people in the Empire, as well as some of the Castle Pesaro staff. 

Leo started “We have two new members before us.  Ian Kinnison is an ex-Space Navy munitions expert.  

He recently performed a great service for us and is now working at the EIS laboratory and his disability 

pension has been restored with full back pay.  Although a pipe smoker for many years, he is just 

beginning to discover the finer points in pipe & tobacco.  Mark Irwin is a corporal in the House Guard.  

He is a new pipe smoker that I am going to mentor.  You need the right training in the field to really 
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enjoy pipes and tobacco over the long haul. I hope to start him right and keep him on the straight and 

narrow path.” 

“Will you accept them into the Castle Pesaro Pipe Club?” he asked. 

They all assented by raising their pipes.  “Congratulations”, Leo said to the new club members. “Now 

light up those new pipes enjoy the company of fellow pipe smokers.  You are now brothers; brothers of 

the briar” 

“Oh, now I see what you now mean by ‘brother’.” Mark said. 

He let Varten take the new members around to meet the other members of the club.  Leo walked over 

to where Nick and LuJo were sitting. “Nice ceremony, Leo” LuJo said. 

“Thanks LuJo, it is the little touches that keep things real in this day and time.” Leo replied “Now go over 

and talk to Helen.  I need to talk with Nick.” 

She pouted at him, stuck out her tongue and said “I know when I’m not wanted” she said in a false hurt 

voice as she walked over towards Helen who was talking with the new members. 

“Nick, I found you a little something for LuJo.  I think it would go best at the bachelorette party.  It is a 

complete set, at least to our knowledge, of the Old Earth Secret Agent Girl series, first edition, 21 

volumes in total.” 

“Wow, now I wonder who would help us that has access to that little party to plant the gag gift.” Nick 

responded. 

“Oh, I bet Yvanka Trimp would help us.  After all, I believe she was the one who knows a contortionist, or 

so I have been told.” 

“They both laughed and continued smoking their pipes throughout the night, sharing in fellowship with 

their brother and sister pipe smokers.” 

-END- 

 

 


